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A Critique of Methodology

recognizes the.historical subject in its sinngebendeLeistung ; but then,
by suspending, bracketing it, the phenomenological analysis creates

its own a priori, its own ideation, and its own ideological veil. Pure
philosophy now replaces pure science as the ultimate cognitive lawgiver. establishing objectivity. This is the hubris inherent in all
critical transcendentalism which in tum must be cancelled. HusserI
himself seems to have been aware of this hubris. He speaks of the
philosopher as .. urquellend fungierende Subjektivitiit": the
philosopher functions as the primordial source of what can rationally
be claimed as objective reality.
I come to the conclusion and leave it as a question. HusserI
recognizes the fetishism of scientific universality and rationality by
uncovering the specific historical-practical foundations of pure science. He sees that pure science is in its very structure technologicalat least potentially applied science. The scientific method itself remains dependent on a specific Lebenswelt, This is the hidden irrational element in scientific rationality. Husserl finds the reason for this
dependence in. the loss of the philosophical dimension, which was
originally the basic dimension of science. Classical philosophy defined the method and function of science in terms of an idea of Reason
which claimed higher truth and validity than those embodied in, and
established by, the given empirical reality. This validating idea of
Reason was that of the telos of man as man, the realization of
humanitas. According to Husserl, the humanistic structure of Reason
collapses with the release of science from this philosophical foundation. This would imply that humanism becomes an ideology at the
very time when modem humanism is born. In other words, the birth
hour of humanism itself would be the degradation of humanism to a
mere ideology. Apparently there must be something wrong with this
formulation. The fact remains that humanism is still today an ideology, a higher value which little affects the inhuman character of reality.
The question with which I would like to conclude is this: Is philosophy
entirely innocent of this development, or does it perhaps share the
hubris of science 7 Does it share the reluctance to examine its own real
foundation and function and is it therefore equally guilty of failing in
the task of Theoria, of Reason-to promote the realization of

humanitas?

The Method and Function of an
Analytic Social Psychology
Notes on Psychoanalysis and
Hlstorical Materialism
By Erich Fromm

Thefirst in a seriesof manifestolikestatements on themergerofMarx
andFreud, Fromm's 1932 essay liftedthisdebate out of the
ideological realmandfocusedit onthe possiblecross-fertilization of
thetwo,regardless oftheircontemporary orthodox manifestations.
Toassesstheclimatein which thisattempttookplace, oneneedonly
recallthe bitter ousterof WilhelmReich from boththe Communist
partyandtheInternational Psychoanalytic Association. Thefirst,
having declaredPavlovian psychology tobe theonlyonecompatible
with dialectical materialism, rejectedwhattheyunderstood as the
bourgeois subjectivism ofpsychoanalysis; thelatterobjectedto the
deterministic, mechanistic andlevelingthrustof theofficial
Communist doctrine oftheday.
Forunorthodox Marxists, who couldnot accepttheofficial
simplistic doctrine of superstructures andconsciousness beingmere
"reflections" ojthe basetwhateverthatmeant), onecentralquestion
remained open:whatwasthenatureofthe "link betweeneconomic
andcultural factors"? Especially in theproblematic realmof class
consciousness, thisquestion became a centralissuefor members of
477
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the Institute. Fromm, whojoined the Institute in 1931 when they began
to publishtheZeitschrift fur Sozialforschung, began by suggesting

thatdrives, farfrom beingsubjective, •'areactiveandpassive
adaptations" to socioeconomic situations. And as Freud himselfhad

explained these adaptationsthrough the history of the individual, this
history only needed to be extended to include the class background,

the specificpressures, needs, possibilities whichthat class was
experiencing as a social whole.
Ironically, Fromm who in his early stages had reflected or ignored

Freud's metapsychology, himselflaterjoinedKarenHorney, Harry
Strick Sullivan et at. in what Adorno and Marcuse were to chide as
"Freudian revisionism "-the assumption ofnon contingent, basic
needs.

Psychoanalysis is a materialistic psychology which should be classed
among the natural sciences. It points to instinctual drives and needs as
the motive force behind human behavior, these drives being produced
by physiologically based instincts that are not directly observable in
themselves. Psychoanalysis has shown that man's conscious psychic
activity is only a relatively small sector of his psychic life, that many
decisive impulses behind psychic behavior are unconscious. In particular, it has unmasked individual and collective ideologies as the
expression of specific wishes and needs rooted in the instincts and
shows that our •'moral" and idealistic motives are in some measure
the disguised and rationalized expression of instinctual drives.
Quite in line with the popular division of instincts into those of
hunger and love, Freud began by assuming that two groups, the
instincts for self-preservation and the sexual instincts ,I served as the
real motive force behind man'spsychic life. He labeled the energy
inherent in the sexual instincts as libido, and the psychic processes
deriving from this energy as libidinous." With respect to the sexual
instincts, Freud extended the ordinary use of this term and included
under it all the urges which, like the genital impulses, are physically
conditioned, attached to certain erogenous zones- of the body, and
seek for pleasurable tension-release.
Freud assumes that the chief principle of psychic activity is the
"pleasure principle," that is, the urge to discharge instinctual tensions in a way that will bring the maximum amount of pleasure. This
pleasure principle .is modified by the "reality principle": taking
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reality into account may lead us to renounce or postpone pleasure in
order to avoid a greater discomfort or to gain even greater pleasure at
some future time.
Freud sees the specific instinctual structure of the individual
conditioned by two factors: his inherited physical constitution and his
life experiences-in particular" the experiences of early childhood.
Freud proceeds on the assumption that man's inherited constitution
and life experiences form a "complementary chain" and that the
specific task of analysis is to explore and uncover -theinfluence of life
experiences on the inherited instinctual constitution. Thus the analytic
method is exquisitely historical: .it seeks to understand the drive
structure through the understanding of life history .:This method is
valid for the psychic life of healthy' people as well as for the sick and
neurotic. What distinguishes the "neurotic from the "normal" person
is the fact that the latter has Successfully adapted his instinctual
structure to his real needs in .Iife, while the former's instinctual
structure has run up against certain obstacles that hinder him from
satisfactorily adapting it to reality.
In order to make.as clear as possible that sex instincts can be
modified and adapted to reality, we must point out certain characteristics which clearly distinguish them from the instincts for self-preservation. For example, unlike the instincts for self-preservation, the sex
instincts are postponable. The former are more imperative because if
they are left unsatisfied too long, death will ensue; in short, prolonged
postponement of their satisfaction is psychologically intolerable. This
means that the instincts for self-preservation have primacy over the
sex instincts-e-not that they playa greater role in themselves, but in
case of conflict they are more urgent.
In addition, the sex-rooted-drives can be repressed, while the
desires emanating from the instincts for self-preservation cannot simply be removed from consciousness and placed in the unconscious.
Another important distinction between the two groups of instincts is
the fact that the sexual instincts can be sublimated: in other words,
instead of being satisfied -directly, a sexual wish can be satisfied in a
way that may be far removed from the original sexual goal and
blended with other ego accomplishments. The instincts for self-preservation are not capable of such sublimation. Furthermore, the drives
toward self-preservation must be satisfied by real, concrete means,
while the sex drives can often be satisfied by pure fantasies. A man's
hunger can only be satisfied by food; his desire to be loved, however.
can be satisfied by fantasies about a good and loving God, and his
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sadistic tendencies can be satisfied by sadistic spectacles and fantasies.
A final important distinction is that the sex drives, unlike the
drives toward self-preservation, can find expression in ways that are
highly interchangeable and replaceable. If one instinctual drive is not
satisfied, it can be replaced by others whose satisfaction is possible-for
either internal or external reasons. The interchangeability and replaceability of the sex drives is one of the keys to understanding both
neurotic and healthy psychic life, and it is a cornerstone of the
psychoanalytic theory. Bur it is also a social fact of the highest
significance. It permits the masses to be offered (and satisfied by)
those precise satisfactions that are socially available and desirable
from the standpoint of the ruling classes.'
Summing up, it can be said that the sexual instincts, which can be
postponed, repressed, sublimated and interchanged, are much more
elastic and flexible than the instincts for self-preservation. The former
lean on the latter, and follow their lead.s The greater flexibility and
changeability of the sex instincts does not mean, however, that they
can be left unsatisfied permanently; there is not only a physical but
also a psychic minimum existence, and the sex instincts must be
satisfied to some minimal extent. The differences between the two
groups of drives, as we have noted them here, suggests rather that the
sex instincts can make great adaptations to the real possibilities for
satisfaction that exist, that is, to the concrete conditions of life. They
grow and develop through this adaptation, and only in neurotic individuals do we find disturbances in this capacity for adaptation.
Psychoanalysis has specifically pointed to the modifiability of the sex
drives. It has taught us to understand the individual's instinctual
structure in terms of his life experiences, to see how the former has
been influenced by the latter. The active and passive adaptation ofthe
biological apparatus, the instincts, to social reality is the key conception of psychoanalysis, and every-exploration into personal psychology proceeds from this conception.
In the very beginning-and even later on-Freud concerned
himself with the psychology of the individual. But once the instincts
were discovered to be the motive force behind human behavior, and
once the unconscious was seen as the source of man's ideologies and
behavior patterns, it was inevitable that analytic authors would make
an attempt to move from the problem of the individual to the problem
of society, from individual to social psychology. They had to try to use
the techniques of psychoanalysis to discover the hidden sources of the
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obviously irrational behavior patterns in societal life-in religion,
custom, polities and education. This obviously meant that they would
encounter difficulties that were avoided so long as they restricted
themselves to the realm of individual psychology.
But these difficulties do not alter the fact that the inquiry itself
was a legitimate scientific consequence of the starting point of
psychoanalysis. If instinctual life and the unconscious were the key to
understanding human behavior, then psychoanalysis was also entitled
and competent to say something about the motives underlying social
behavior. For "society" too consists of living individuals who must
be subject to the same psychological laws that psychoanalysis discovered in the individual.
Thus it seems erroneous if one-as Wilhelm Reich, for example-e-restricts psychoanalysis to the sphere of individual psychology
and argues against its applicability to social phenomena (politics,
class consciousness, etc.);s The fact that a phenomenon is studied in
sociology certainly does not mean that it cannot be an object of
psychoanalysis (no more than study of an object's physical characteristics rules out study of its chemical aspects). What is meant is simply
that it is an object of psychoanalysis only and wholly insofar as
psychic factors play a rolefn the phenomenon. The. thesis that
psychology only deals with the individual while sociology only deals
with "society" is false. For just as psychology always deals with a
socialized individual, so sociology always deals with a group of
individuals whose psychic structure and mechanisms must be taken
into account. Later we will discuss the role that psychic factors play in
societal phenomena, and point to the function of analytical social
psychology.
The theory of society with which psychoanalysis seems to have
both the greatest affinity and also the greatest differences is historical
materialism.
They seem to have the most points of contact because they both
are materialistic sciences. They ,do not start from "ideas" but from
earthly life and needs. They are particularly close in their appraisal of
consciousness, which is seen by both as less the driving force behind
human behavior than the reflection of other hidden forces. But when it
comes to the nature of the factors that truly condition man's consciousness, there seems to be an irreconcilable opposition between the two
theories. Historical materialism sees consciousness as the expression
of social existence; psychoanalysis sees it as determined by instinctual
drives. Certain 'questions are unavoidable: do the two views contradict
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each other? If not, how are they related? Can the use of the
psychoanalytic method enrich historical materialism? If so, how?
Before we discuss these questions, however. it seems necessary
to examine the presuppositions that psychoanalysis brings to a study

of societalproblems.6 Freud neverassumedisolatedman, devoidof all
social ties, to be the object of psychology.

Individual psychology. to be sure, is concerned with the individual human being, and it examines the ways in which he tries to
satisfy his instinctual drives. But only rarely and under specific
exceptional circumstances is it in a position to abstract from this
person's relationships with other individuals. In the individual's
psychic life, otherpeople ordinarily must be considered as either
models, objects, helpers or opponents. Thus, from the beginning, individual psychology is simultaneously social psychology-in this extended but legitimate sense.:
On the other hand, Freud basically ruled out the illusion of a
social psychology whose object is a group as such; "society," or a
social complex with a "mass soul" or "societal soul." Rather, he
always proceeds from the fact that every group is composed only of
individuals and that only the individual, as such is the subject of
psychic properties. Freud likewise refused to 'accept the notion of a
"social instinct." What people called the "social instinct," he felt,
was' 'not a primitive, elemental instinct. " He sees the' 'origins of its
development in a narrower circle, such as the family. "His views lead'
to the conclusion thatthe social attributes owe their origin, intensification, and diminution to the influence of specific living conditions and
environmental relations on the instincts.
Just as, for Freud, it is always socialized man who is the object of
psychology, so 'he sees man's environment and living conditions
playing a decisive role in his psychic development and in our theoretical understanding of it. Freud recognized the biological and physiological influence of the instincts; but he specifically emphasized to
what degree these instincts could be niodified, and he pointed to the
environment, social reality, as the modifying factor.
Thus, psychoanalysis seems to include presuppositions' that
make its method useful for investigations in social psychology and
that rule out any conflict with sociology. It seeks to know the psychic
traits common to the members of a group, and to explain these
common psychic traits in terms of shared life experiences. These life
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experiences, however, do not lie in the realm of the personal or the
accidental-c-the larger the group is, the more this holds true-but
rather they are identical. with the socio-economic situation of this
particular group. Thus analytical social psychology seeks to under-

stand the instinctual apparatus oj a group, its libidinous andlargely
unconscious behavior, in terms of its socio-economic structure.
Here an objection seems to be in order. Psychoanalysis explains
instinctual.development in terms of the life experiences of the earliest
childhood years: that is to say, in terms of a period when the human
being scarcely has anything to do with "society" but lives-almost
exclusively in the circle of his family. How then, according to
psychoanalytic theory, can socio-economic relationships acquire such
significance?
There is no real problem here at all. Of course, the first critical
influences on the growing child come from the family. But the family
itself, all its typical iriternal emotional relationships and the educational'ideals it embodies, are in turn conditioned by the social and class
background of the family; in short, they are conditioned by the social
structure in which it is rooted. (For example: the emotional relationships between father and son are quite different in the family that is
part of a bourgeois, patriarchal society than they are in the family that
is part of a matriarchal society.) The family is the medium through
which the society or the social class stamps its specific structure on the
child, and hence on the adult. Thefamilyis thepsychological agency

of society.
Up to now, the vast majority of psychoanalytic works which have
tried to apply psychoanalysis to social problems have not met the
requirements incumbent on any analytical social psychology. 8 Their
failure begins in their assessment of the family's function. They saw
clearly enough that the individual can only be understood as a
socialized being. They realized that-it is the child's relationships with
the various family members that have a decisive influence on his
instinctual development. But theyhave almost completely overlooked
the fact that the family itself, in its whole psychological and social
structure, with .all its specific educational goals and emotional attitudes, is the product of a specific social and (in a narrower sense)
class structure; that it is in fact simply the psychological agency of the
society and class from which it comes. They had found the correct
starting point for explaining the psychological influence of society on
the child, but failed to take notice of it.
How was that possible? The psychoanalytic investigators were
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simply duped by a prejudice that they shared with every bourgeois
investigator-s-even those who were progressive. They had turned
bourgeois, capitalist society into an absolute; and they more or less
consciously believed that it was the' 'normal" society, that its condi-

tions and psychic factors were typical for "society" in general.
But there was another special reason why the analytical authors
fell into this error. The object of their investigations were, first and
foremost, sick and healthy members of modem society and largely of
the middle classes; in short, they were members of the bourgeois
class," with the same social background. What determined and differentiated their individual lives, then, were the individual, personal and,
from a social standpoint, accidental experiences above this generally'
shared foundation. All the persons studied shared the same psychic
traits, insofar as these traits were the product of an authoritarian
society organized around the facts of class structures and the methodical pursuit of maximal profit. They differed psychologically only
insofar as one had an overly strict father who terrified him in childhood, another had an older sister who was the focus of all his love, and
still another had such an overpossessive mother that he was never able
to break his libidinal ties with her.
To be sure, these personal experiences were of the utmost importance for the development of the individual concerned. By removing the psychic problems that had arisen from these experiences,
psychoanalysis did its full duty as a therapy; it transformed the patient
into a human being who was now adjusted to the existing social order.
The goal of therapy did not go beyond that, nor did it have to.
Unfortunately, our theoretical understanding of the whole situation
did not get beyond that, either. Neglect of the social structure, which
conditioned the family structure, may have been a source of error; but
-it was irrelevant in actual practice for individual psychology. When it
came to research in social psychology, however, what had once been
an irrelevant mistake now became a disastrous source of error affecting the whole endeavor. 10
Psychoanalysis had focused on the structure of bourgeois society
and its patriarchal family as the normal situation. Following the
approach of individual psychology, it had learned to appreciate individual differences in terms of the fortuitous traumas that befell individual men. In the beginning, psychoanalytic researchers explained
the various phenomena of social psychology in a corresponding way:
they viewed them in terms of traumas, of socially fortuitous events.
This necessarily led to a renunciation of the authentic analytic method.
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Since they did not concern themselves with the variety of life experiences. the socio-economic structure of other types of society, and
therefore did not try to explain their psychic structureas determined by
their social structure; they necessarily began to analogize instead of
analyzing. They treated mankind or a given society as an individual,
transposed the specific mechanisms found in contemporary individuals to every possible type of society, and "explained" the psychic
structure of these societies-by analogy with certain phenomena (usually of a neurotic sort) typical of human beings in their own society.
In doing this, they overlooked a point of view that is fundamental
even to psychoanalytic individual psychology. They forgot the fact
that neurosis-whether a" neurotic symptom or a neurotic character
trait-results 'from the •'abnormal" individual's faulty adaptation of
his instinctual drives to the reality around him; most people in a
society, i.e., the' 'healthy" people, do possess this ability to adapt.
Thus phenomena studied in social (or mass) psychology cannot be
explained by analogy with' neurotic phenomena. They should be
understood as the result of the adaptation of the instinctual apparatus
to the social reality.
The most striking example of this procedure is the absolutization
of the Oedipus complex, which was made into a universal human
mechanism, even though sociological and ethnological studies indicated that this particular emotional relationship was probably typical
only of families in a patriarchal society. The absolutizing of the
Oedipus complex led Freud to base the whole development of mankind on the mechanism of father hatred and the resultant reactions, 11
without any regard for the material living conditions of the group
under study.
Even when he started from a false sociological standpoint, however, a genius like Freud was able" to make worthwhile and significant
discoveries.» But in the work.of other analytical authors, this false
starting point led to results which compromised psychoanalysis in the
eyes of sociology, and of Marxist social theory in particular.
But the blame did not rest with psychoanalysis as such. In fact,
one only had to apply the classical method of psychoanalytic individual psychology in a logical way to social psychology, in order to arrive
at results that would meet with no objections. The fault was that
psychoanalytic authors did not utilize this method in a correct way
when they transferred it from the individual to social groups and social
phenomena.
Here a further clarification is called for. We have emphasized the
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modifiability of the instinctual apparatus through the influence of
external (and ultimately social) factors. But one should not overlook
the fact that the instinctual apparatus, both quantitatively and quallratively, has certain physiologically and biologically determined limits
to its modifiability and that only within these limits is it subject to the
influence of social factors. Because of the force of the energy it sends
forth, moreover. the instinctual apparatus itself is an extremely active
force; inherent in it is the tendency to alter living conditions so that
they serve instinctual goals.
In the interplay of interacting psychic drives and economic conditions, the latter have primacy. Not in the sense that they represent
the "stronger" motive; this question is spurious becausewe are not
dealing with quantitatively comparable motives on the same plane.
They have primacy in the sense that the satisfaction of the need for
self-preservation is tied up with material production; and that the
modifiability of the economic reality is more restricted than the
modifiability of the human instinctual apparatus-in particular, the
sexual instinct.
Applying the method of psychoanalytic individual psychology to
social phenomena, we find that the phenomena of social psychology
are to be understood as processes involving the active and passive
adaptation of the instinctual apparatus to the socio-economic situation. In certain fundamental respects, the instinctual apparatus itself
is a biological given; but it is highly modifiable. The role ofprimary
formative factors goes to the economic conditions. The family is the
essential medium through which the economic situation exerts its
formative influence on the individual's psyche. The task of social
psychology is to explain the shared, socially relevant, psychic attitudes and ideologies-r-and their unconscious roots illparticular-in
terms of the influence of economic conditions on libido strivings.
So far, then, the method of analytic social psychology seems to
dovetail with the method of Freudian individual psychology and with
the requirements of historical materialism. But new difficulties arise
when this method is confused with an erroneous but widespread
interpretation of the Marxist theory: the notion that historical materialism is a psychological theory or, more specifically, an economlstic
psychology.
If it were true, as Bertrand Russell clalrns,» that Marx saw
"making money" and Freud saw "love" as the decisive motive of
human conduct, then the two theories would be as irreconcilable as
Russell believes. Consider his hypothetical example of the mayfly.
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Assuming that such a creature could think theoretically, J do not think
it would say what Russell Claims it would. Instead, it would say that
Russell had completely misinterpreted both psychoanalysis and Marxism; that psychoanalysis actually investigates the adaptation of
biological factors (the instincts) to social reality, and that Marxism is
not a psychological theory at all.
Russell is not the only one to misconstrue the two theories. He is
joined by many other theoreticians, and his false view is matched by
many similar ones.
The notion of historical materialism being an economistic
psychology is espoused by Hendrik de Man with special emphasis.
As we know, Marx himself never formulated his theory of human
motivation. As a matter of fact, he never explained what "class"
meant. Death cut short his last work, when.he was turning to this
subject. But the basic conceptions from which he starts are not in
doubt. Even undefined; the tacit presupposition underlying his
work appears both in his scholarly and political activity. Every
economic thesis and every political opinion of Marx rests on the
presupposition that man's volitional motives, which bring about
social progress, are dictated first and foremost by economic
interests. Present-day social psychology would express the same
thoughts in terms of-the effect of the acquisitive drive on social
conductIf Marx himself regarded such formulations as superfluous, that is because he took it for granted that this was the object
and. aim of contemporary political economy.>
Now this "tacit presupposition" may well have been the selfunderstood conception of elf contemporary (l.e., bourgeois) economists; but it certainly was not the view of Marx himself, who did not
share the views of contemporary theoreticians on many points.
Though in a less explicit way, Bernstein is not far from this
psychologistic interpretation when he tries to defend the honor of
historical materialism with this observation:
The economic interpretation of history need not mean that only
economic forces and motives are to be recognized, but simply
that economics is always the decisive factor that serves as the
cornerstone for the great movements of history."
Behind these muddy formulations lies the notion that Marxism is
an economic psychology, which is purified and improved by Bernstein in an idealist sense."
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The idea that the "acquisitive drive" is the basic or only motive
of human behavior is the brainchild of bourgeois liberalism, used as a
psychological argument against the possibility of the realization of
socialism.» Marx's petit-bourgeois interpreters interpreted his theory
as an economistic psychology. In reality, historical materialism is far
from being a psychological theory; its psychological presuppositions
are few and may be briefly listed: men make their own history; needs
motivate men's actions and feelings (hunger and love)"; these needs
increase in the course of historical development, thereby spurring
increased economic activity
In connection with psychology, the economic factor plays a role
in historical materialism only to the extent that human needs-primarily the need for self-preservation-are largely satisfied through the
production of goods; in short, needs are the lever that stimulates
production. Marx and Engels certainly stressed that the drive toward
self-preservation took priority over all other needs, but they did not go
into any detail about the quality of various drives and needs.e However, they never maintained that the "acquisitive drive," the passion for
acquisition as an aim in itself, was the only or essential need. To
proclaim it a universal human drive would be naively to absolutize a
psychic trait that has taken on uncommon force in capitalist society.
Marx and Engels are the last people to whom one would impute
the idea of transfiguring bourgeois and capitalist traits into a universal
human trait. They were well aware of the place psychology had-within
sociology, but they neither were nor wanted to be psychologists.
Moreover, apart from indications in the French Enlightenment literature (especially Helvetius), which should not, of course, be underestimated, they had no scientific materialist psychology at their disposal. Psychoanalysis was the first to provide this psychology, and
showed that the' 'acquisitive drive," although important, did not play
a predominant role in man's psychic armament by comparison with
other (genital, sadistic, narcissistic) needs. Psychoanalysis, in fact,
indicates that in large measure the "acquisitive drive" is not the
deepest cause of the need to acquire or possess things; it is rather the
expression of a narcissistic need or wish to win recognition from
oneself and others. In a society that pays the highest recognition and
admiration to the rich man, the narcissistic impulses will find expression as a "drive" to contribute to society in some important way.
Since narcissistic needs are among the most elemental and powerful
psychic strivings, it is most important to recognize that the goals
(hence the concrete content) of these narcissistic aspirations depend
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on the specific structure Of a society. The imposing role of the
"acquisitive drive, " then, isIargely due to the especially high valuation of property in bourgeois society.
When the materialistic view of history talks about economic
causes-apart from the meaning we have just explained-it is 'not
talking about economics as a subjective psychological motive but as
an objective influence on man's activity in Iife.» All man's activity,
the satisfying of all his needs, depends on the specific nature of natural
economic conditions around; and it is these conditions that determine
how man shall live his life. For Marx, man's consciousness is to be
explained in terms of his existence in society, in terms of his real,
earthly life that is conditioned by the state of his productive
capabilities.
The production of ideas, conceptions and consciousness is directly interwoven with the material activity and the material
activity of men; it is an expression of his real life. His thoughts
and intellectual ideas are seen to be the direct outflow of his
material activity. The same holds true for the intellectual productions that find expression in politics, law, morality, religion,
metaphysics, etc. Men are the.producers of their conceptions and
ideas, but we are talking about real, concrete men who are
conditioned by the specific way in which their productive
capabilities and their corresponding intercourse develops. Consciousness can never be anything but conscious being, and man's
being is his concrete life. 22
Historical materialism sees history as the process of man's active
and passive adaptation to the natural conditions around him. "Work
is, first and foremost, a process between man and nature, a process in
which man mediates, regulates and controls his interaction with nature
through his own actions. Vis-a-vis the natural elements themselves,
he is a natural force. "23
Man and nature are the two poles here, interacting with each
other, conditioning each other, and altering each other. The historical
process is always bound up with man's own nature, and natural
conditions outside man. Although Marx" stressed the fact that man
greatly altered both himself and nature in the historical process, he'
always emphasized that all such changes were tied up with the existing
natural conditions. This is precisely what distinguishes his standpoint
from certain idealist positions that accord unlimited power to the
human will.» As Marx and Engels said,
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The presuppositions with which we begin are not arbitrary dogmas. They are real presuppositions, from which one can abstract
only in imagination. They involve real, living individuals, their
actions, and the material living conditions which they find or
have' created. Thus these presuppositions are verifiable in a
purely empirical way.
The first presupposition of human history is, of course, the
existence of living human individuals. So the first fact to be
verified is the physical organization of these individuals and the
resultant relationship between them and nature. Here we cannot
go iota the physical nature of man nor the varied (geological,
climatic, etc.) natural conditions he finds around .him. Every
description of history must start with these natural foundations,
and their modification in the course of history by man's activity."

After the correction of the most drastic misunderstandings, what
emerges as the relation between psychoanalysis and historical
materialism?
Psychoanalysis can enrich the overall conception of historical
materialism on one specific point. It can provide a more comprehen-

sive knowledge of one of the factors that is operative in the social
process: the nature of man himself. It locates man's instinctual apparatus among the natural factors that modify the social process,
although there are also limits to this modifiability. Man's instinctual
apparatus is one of the "natural" conditions that forms part of the
substructure (Unterbau) of the social process. But we are not talking
about the instinctual apparatus "in general," or in some pristine
biological form, since it is only manifest in some specific
that
has been modified through the social process. The human psyche-.. . . or
the libidinal forces at its root-are part of the substructure; but they are
not the whole substructure, as a psychologistic interpretation would
have it. The human psyche always remains a psyche that has been
modified by the social process. Historical materialism calls for a
psychology-i.e., a science of man's psychic structure; and
psychoanalysis is the first discipline to provide a psychology that
historical materialism can really use.
The contribution of psychoanalysis is particularly important for
the following reasons. Marx and Engels postulated the dependence of
all ideological processes on the economic substructure. They saw
intellectual and psychic creations as •'the material basis reflected in
man's head." In many instances, to be sure, historical materialism
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could provide the right answers without any psychological presuppositions. But only where ideology was the immediate expression of
economic interests; or where one was trying to establish the correlationbetween economic substructure and ideological superstructure.
Lacking a satisfactory psycholo.gy, Marx and Engels could not explain
how the material basis was reflected in man's head and heart.
Psychoanalysis can show that man's ideologies are the products
of certain wishes, instinctual drives, interests and needs which themselves, in large measure, unconsciously find expression as rationalizations-e-i.e., as ideologies. Psychoanalysis can show that while the
instinctual drives do develop on the basis of biologically determined
instincts, their quantity and content are greatly affected by the individual's socio-economic situation or class. Marx says that men are the
producers of their ideologies; analytical social psychology can describe empirically the process: of theproduction of ideologies, of the
interaction of "natural" and social factors. Hence psychoanalysis can

show how the economic situation is transformed into ideology via
man's drives.
An important point to note is the fact that this interaction between
instincts and environment results in changes within man himself, just
as his work changes extra-human nature. Here we can only suggest the
general direction of this change. It involves, as Freud has stressed
repeatedly, the growth of man's ego organization and the corresponding growth of his capacity for sublimation.» Thus, psychoanalysis
permits us to regard the formation of ideologies as a type of "production process," as another form of the' 'metabolism" between man and
nature. The distinctive aspect here is that' 'nature" is also within man,
not just outside him.
Psychoanalysis can also tell us something about the way
ideologies or ideas mold society: It can show that the impact of an idea
depends essentially on its unconscious content, which appeals to
certain drives; that it is, as it were, the quality and intensity of the
of an
libidinal structure of a society which determines the social
ideology.
If it seems clear that psychoanalytic social-psychology has avalid
place within historical materialism', we can now point to the way in
which it can immediately resolve certain difficulties that confront the
doctrine of historical materialism.
To begin with, historical materialism can now give a better
answer to certain objections. Some opponents, for example, pointed
to the role that ideals--e.g., love for the group, the desire for free-
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dom-c-playin history. Historical materialism could, of course, spurn
this type of question as a psychological problem and restrict itself to an
analysis ofthe objective economic conditions that affect historical
events. But it was not in a position to explain clearly the nature and
source of these real and potent human forces, nor could it explain the
role they played in the social process. Psychoanalysis can show that
these seemingly ideal motives are actually the rationalized expression
of instinctual, libidinous needs and that the content and scope of the
dominant needs at any given moment are to be explained in terms of
the influence of the socio-economic situation on the instinctual structure of the group that produces the ideology. Hence it is possible for
psychoanalysis to reduce the loftiest idealistic motives to their earthly
libidinal nucleus without having to consider economic needs as the
only important ones.»
To sum up: (I) The realm of human drives is a natural force
which, like other natural forces (soil fertility, natural irrigation, etc.),
is an immediate part of the substructure of the social process. Knowledge of this force, then, is necessary for a complete understanding of
the social process. (2) The way ideologies are produced and function
can only be understood correctly if we know how the system of drives
operates. (3) When economically conditioned factors hit upon the
realm of drives, some modifications occur; by virtue of the influence
of drives, the social process operates at a faster or slower tempo than
one would expect if no theoretical consideration to the psychic factors
is given.
Thus, the use of psychoanalysis within historical materialism
will provide a refinement of method, a broader knowledge of the
forces at work in the social process, and greater certainty in understanding the course of history and in predicting future historical
events. In particular, it will provide a complete understanding of how
ideologies are produced.
The fruitfulness of a psychoanalytic social psychology will depend, of course, on the significance of the libidinal forces in the social
process. We could not even begin to treat this topic thoroughly in this
article, sol shall content myself with a few basic suggestions and
indications.
Suppose we ask which forces maintain the stability of a given
society and which undermine it. We can see that economic prosperity
and social conflicts determine stability or decomposition, respectively. But we can also see that the factor which, on the basis of these
conditions, serves as a most important element in the social structure
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are the Iibidinal'tendencies actually operative in men. Consider first a
relatively stable social constellation. What holds people together?
What enables them to have a certain feeling of solidarity, to adjust to
the role of ruling or being ruled? To be sure, it is the external power
apparatus (police, lay.'courts, army, etc.) that keeps the society from
coming apart at the seams. To be sure, it is rational and egotistic
interests that contribute to structural stability. But neither the external
power apparatus nor rational interests would suffice to guarantee the
functioning of the society, if the libidinal strivings of the people were
.not involved. They serve as the "cement," as it were, without which
the society would not hold together, and which contributes to the
production of important social ideologies. in every cultural sphere.
Let us apply this principle to an especially important social
constellation: class relationships. In history as we know it, aminority
rules over the majority of society. This class rule was not the result of
cunning and deceit, but was-a necessary result of the total economic
situation of society, of its productive forces. As Necker saw it:
"Through the laws of property, the proletariat were condemned to get
the barest minimum for their labor." Or, as Linguet put it, they were
"to a certain extent, a conspiracy against the majority of the human
race, who could find no recourse against them.' '28
The Enlightenment described and criticized this dependency
relationship, even though it did not realize that it was economically
conditioned. Indeed, minority rule is a historical fact; but what factors
allowed this dependency relationship to become stabilized?
First, of course, it was the use of physical force and the availability of these physical means to certain groups. But there was another
important factor at work: the: libidinal ties-anxiety, love, trustwhich filled the souls of the majority in their relationships with the
ruling class. Now this psychic .attitude is not the product of whim or
accident. It is the expression of people's libidinal adaptation to the
conditions of life imposed by economic necessity. So long as these
conditions necessitate minority rule over the majority, the libido
adapts itself to this economic structure and serves as one of the factors
that lend stability to the class relationship.
Besides recognizing the economic conditions of the libido structure, social psychology should not' forget to investigate the psychological basis of this structure. It must explore, not only why this libido
structure necessarily exists, but also how it is psychologically possible
and through what mechanisms it operates. Exploring the roots of the
majority's libidinal ties to the ruling minority, social psychology
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might discover that this tie is a repetition or continuation of the child's
psychic attitude toward his parents, particularly toward his father, in a
bourgeois farnily.e We find a mixture of admiration, fear; faith and
confidence in the father's strength and wisdom, briefly, an affectively
conditioned reflection of his intellectual and moral qualities, and we
find the same in adults of a patriarchal class society vis-a-vis the
members of the ruling class. Related to this are certain moral principles which entice the poor to suffer rather than to do wrong, and which
lead them to believe that the purpose of their life is to obey their rulers

and do their duty. Even these ethical conceptions, which are so
important for social stability, are the products of certain affective and
emotional relations to those who create and represent such norms,
To be sure, the creation of these norms is not left to chance. One
whole basic part of the cultural apparatus serves to form the socially
required attitude in a systematic and methodical way, It is an important task of social psychology to analyze the function of the whole
educational- system and other systems (such as the penal system) in
this process.»
We have focused on the libidinal relationships between the ruling
minority and the ruled majority because this factor is the social and
psychic core of everyclass society. But other social relationships, too,
bear their own distinctive libidinal stamp. The relationships between
members of the same class have a different psychic coloring in the
lower middle class than they do in the proletariat. Or, the relationship
to the political leader'is different, for example, in the case of a
proletarian leader who identifies with his class and serves their interests even while he leads them, from what it is when he confronts them
as a strong man, as the great father who rules as omnipotent authority."
The diversity of possible libidinal relationships is matched by the
wide variety of possible emotional relationships within society. Even
a brief sketch is impossible here; this problem would indeed, be a
major task for an analytic social psychology. Let m!? just point out that
every society has its own distinctive libidinal structure, even as it has
its own economic, social, political, and cultural structure. This libidinal structure is the product of the influence of -socio-economic
conditions on human drives; in turn, it is an important factor conditioning emotional developments within the various levels of society,
and the contents of the "ideological superstructure," The libidinal
structure of a society is the medium through which the economy exerts
its influence on man's intellectual and mental manlfestations.»
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Of course, the libidinal structure of a society does not remain
constant, no more than does its economic and social structure. But it
remains relatively constant so long as the social structure retains a
certain equilibrium-i.e., during the phase of relative consolidation in
the society's development. With the growth of objective contradictions and conflicts within; the society, and with the acceleration of the
disintegration process, certain changes in the society's libidinal structure also take place. We see the disappearance of traditional ties that
maintained the stability of the society; there is change in traditional
emotional attitudes. Libidinal energies are freed for new uses, and
thus change their social function. They no longer serve the preservation of the society, but contribute to the development of new social
formations. They cease to be "cement," and tum into dynamite.
Let us return to the question we were discussing at the beginning:
the relationship of the drives to life experiences-i.e.• to the objective
conditions of life. We have seen that analytic individual psychology
views instinctual developmentas the result of the active and passive
adaptation of the instinctual apparatus to the actual conditions of life.
In principle, the same relationship holds true between a society's
libidinal structure and its economic conditions: it is a process of active
and passive adaptation of the society's libidinal structure to the existing economic conditions. Human beings, driven by their libidinous
impulses, bring about changes, in 'the economic conditions; the
changed economic conditions cause new libidinal goals and
satisfactions to arise. The decisive point is that all these changes
ultimately go back to the economic conditions, that the drives and
needs change and adapt themselves in accordance with economic
conditions.
Clearly, analytic psychology has its place within the framework
of historical materialism. It investigates one of the natural factors that
is operative in the relationship between society and nature: the realm
of human drives, and the active and passive role they play within the
social process. Thus, it investigates a factor that plays a decisive
mediating role between the economic base and the formation of
ideologies. Thus, analytic social psychology enables us to understand
fully the ideological superstructure in terms of the process that goes on
between society and man's nature.
Now we can readily summarize the findings of our study on the
method and function of a psychoanalytic social psychology. Its meth-

od is that of classical Freudian psychoanalysis as applied to social
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phenomena. It explainsthe shared, sociallyrelevant, psychicattitudes
in terms of the process of active and passive adaptation of the apparatus of drives to the socio-economic living conditions of the
society.
Its task is, first of all, to' analyze the socially relevant libidinal
strivings: Le., to describe the libidinal structure of a given society.
and to explain the origin of this structure and its function in the social
process. An important element of this work, then, will be the theory
explaining how ideologies arise from the interaction of the psychic
apparatus and the socio-economic conditions.

Subject and Object
By Theodor W. Adorno

A seriesof looselyorganizedbut tightly arguedcomments on whatis
perhapsthecentralissueinepistemology, "Subject andObject" first
appeared in 1969 inthecollection Stichworte, thefastpublication
Adorno himselfsupervised. Difficultasthesecomments areonthe
first reading, theycontain someof themostilluminatingformulations
of the "constitutionproblem", -i.e., thequestion of through what
perceptualandconceptual filtersweconstitute' 'objects" and
"events" fromrawstimuli. Unlike Lukacs, thecriticaltheorists did
notyieldtothetemptation of collapsing subjectandobjectin a
particularhistorical agent.Adorno emphasizes thenecessary gap
between subjectandobject, sothatthedynamicof the
self-constitution, thedynamicofconsciousnessprogressively
liberating itselffromthe uncomprehendedpowersthatguideit, would
notbe replacedbyjust anotheragencyguidingit. An epistemological
category, subjectivity is not an undesirable addition totheobjective
qualities a/reality, besteliminated if wewantreliableknowledge.
Therecanbe noknowledge without aperspectivefrom which it is
gained. Thefact thatthisperspective maybe(andusually is)
collective makes it no less "subjective. "

To engage in reflections on subject and object poses the problem of
stating what we are to talk about. The terms are patently equivocal.
"Subject," for instance, may refer to the particular individual as well
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instinct. Significant as Freud's argument is for this modification in his original position,
it is far more speculative and less empirical than his original position . Tomeit seems to
rest upon an intermingling of biological data and psychological tendencies, an intermingling that Freud has otherwise avoided. It also stands in contrast with an original
viewpoint of Freud, which saw the instincts primarily as wishing, desiring, and serving
man's strivings for life . One of the consequences of Freud 's overall position, it seems to
me, is that man's psychic activity develops as an adaptation to lite's processes and
necessities , and that the instincts as such are contrary to the biological death principle.
Discussion about the hypothesis of death instincts is still going on within psychoanalysis. In our presentation here, we take off from Freud's original position.

Z. At the time of writing this paper I adhered to the Freudian libido theory and hence
speak of "libidinal forces" (energies) or of " libid inal structure" (or drive structure)
where today I would not referto the "libido" but to passionate forces of various kinds.
For the main points of this paper this difference, however, is not 100 relevant. (1970) .

7. Ibid. p . 54.
8. Ibid. pp. 20-21.
9. Ibid., pp. 27, 30.
10. Ibid., p.51.

11.

tu«,

11.

tua.. p. 52.

3. The stimulation and satisfaction of sadistic impulses plays a special role. These
impulses grow when other instinctual satisfactions of a more positive nature are ruled
out on socio-economic grounds . Sadism is the great instinctual reservoir, to which one
appeals when one has no other-and usually more COSIly-satisfactions to offer the
masses; at the same time, it is useful in annihilating the "enemy."
4. See Sigmund Freud, Three Essays

p. 152.

13. Ibid., p. 49, 143 f.

14. Ibid. , p. 52.
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the Theory of Sexuality,

5. "The real object of psychoanalysis is the psychic life of socialized man. The
masses come in for consideration only insofar as individual-based phenomena crop up
in them (e .g ., the problem of the leader), and only insofar as traits of the ' mass
psyche-c-anxiety, panic, obedience, elc-<.:an be clar ified from our knowledge of
individuals. It would seem that the phen om enon of c lass consciousne ss is hardly
accessible to psychoanalysis, and that sociological problems (mass mo vem ents , po litics , etc) cannot be the object of the psycho analytic method" (Wilhe lm Reich . "Dialek tischer Materialisrnus and Psychoanalyse," Unter dem Banner des Marxismus lII, 5, p .

737).

15. Ibid., p. 53.
16.

tna., p.

143

17.

uu., p.
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18. lbid ., p. 147f.

19. Ibid., p. 155.

Because of the theoretical importance of this methodological problem, I stress my
difference with the standpo int of Reich just presented ; in his latest works , Reich seems
to have modified this standpoint in a very fruitful way. Later on I shall refer 10 my many
points of agreement with his outstanding empirical investigations into social
psychology .
6. On the methodological aspect, see my extensive treatment in E. Fromm, The
Dogma of Christ, op. cit., also S . Bemfeld, "Sozialismus und Psychoanalyse mit
Diskussionsbernerkungen von E. Simmel und B. Lantos," Der Sozialistische
2-3, 1929; Reich op. cit,

II,

7. Sigmund Freud , Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego .

The Method and Function of an Analytic Social Psychology
1. Impressed by the libidinal admixtures in the instincts for self-preservation and the
special significance of the destructive tendencies, Freud has modified his original
position. Over against the life-maintaining (erotic) instincts, he now sets the death

8. Leaving aside worthless investigations (e .g ., A. Koinais superficial studies of
psychoanalysis and sociology, and such works as Psychoanalyse der europiiischen
Politik), we would apply the same criticism to authors such as Reik and Roheim who
have dealt with themes in social psychology . There are exceptions, however. S.
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Bernfeld has focused admirably on the social conditioning of all pedagogical efforts in
Sysiphos oder uber die Grenzen der Erziehung . Another exception is Wilhelm Reich,
whose evaluation of the role of the family is in broad agreement with the view developed
in this paper. In particular, Reich has done extensive research into the social conditioning and the social function of sexual morality.

9. Psychologically, we must distinguish in the individual the traits that are typical for
the whole society from the traits that are typical of his class. But since the psychic
structure ojthe whole society is stamped on the individual classes in certain basic traits,
the specific class traits, for all their importance, are of secondary importance vis-a-vis
those of the whole society. Indeed one of the characteristics of a class society, concealed
by ideologies, is the opposition between the relative uniformity of the different classes'
psychic structure and their conflicting economic interests. The more a society breaks
down economically, socially and psychologically, the more the dominating and binding
force of the overall society or ruling class disappears, the greater become the differences
in the psychic structure of the various classes.

10. I no longer believe that it is only an "irrelevant error" not to understand the socially
conditioned traits or the individual patient. On the contrary, without such understanding
one misses essential factors in the character structure of the patient. (1970).

11. See Sigmund Freud. Totem and Taboo.
12. In the Future oj an Illusion (1927), Freud softens this position that neglects social
reality and its changes. Recognizing the significance of economic conditions, he move.
from the standpoint of individual psychology and the question of how religion is
psychologically possible for the individual (a repetition of the child' s attitude toward it;
father) to the social psychological question why religion is socially possible and
necessary. His answer is that religion was necessary so long as mankind needed
religious-illusions to make up for their impotence (i.e., the low degree of productive
capability) vis-a-vis nature . With the growth of technology and the concomitant rnaturation of mankind, religion became a superfluous and pernicious illusion.
This book of Freud does not consider all the socially relevant functions of religion. In
particular, it does not consider the important question of the connection between
specific forms of religion and specific social constellations. But in method and content
this work of Freud comes closest to a materialistic social psychology. As far as content
is concerned, we need only cite this sentence from it: "It need hardly be pointed out that
a culture which leaves so many members unsatisfied and discontent has lillie prospect of
lasting long, and is doing lillie to achieve that goal."
Freud's book is in line with the standpoint of Marx as a young man, who could use as
hi; motto: "The abolition of religion, the illusory happiness of the proletariat, is the
demand to promote his true happiness. The demand to give up illusions about his
condition is the summons to give up a condition which needs illusions. At its core.
criticism of religion is critic. sm of the vale of tears whose halo is religion" (' 'Zur Kritik
der Hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie," Lit. Nachlass, I, [1923], 385). In his latest work
dealing with problems in social psychology, Civilization and Its Discontents, Freud
does not develop this line either in method or in content. Rather. it should be regarded as
an antithesis to the Future oj an Illusion.
13. In '"Why Is Psychoanalysis Popular?" (Forward, 1927), Russell writes: "Of
course psychoanalysis is incompatible with Marxism. For Marx stresses the economic
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mot ive wh ich " at best, Is lied up with self-preservation . while psychounalys is st resses
t.he biol ogical motive wh icb is tied up wi rh self-preservat ion through reproducuon .
Clearly the IWO po ints o f vlew ale one-sided si nce both mot ive. play a role . "
Russell then talks abo ut a hypothetical mayfly , which would have only organ s fa r
ea ting in the larv a stage and only organs for lo ve-mak ing in the aduh Stage . What would
such an in sect say, if it cou ld think? Says Russe ll: "In the larva stage it would be a
Marxi st , in the ad ult Stage a Freud ian . " Russell then add s that Marx , " the boo kworm of
the British Museum, '" is the representative of the larva's philosophy. Russell himself
feels closer to Freud, since the latter "is not insensitive to the joys of love-making, and
does not try to explain things in terms of 'making money," that is, in terms of the
orthodox economy created by dessicated old men."

14. Hendrik de Man, Zur Psychologic des Sozialismus, 1927, p. 281.
IS. Bernstein, Die Yoraussetzungen des Sotialismus und die Aujgaben der Socialdemokratie , Stuttgan, 1899, p.D.
16. At the very start of his book, Der historische Materialismus, Kautsky firmly rejects
the psychologistic interpretation. But he then goes on to supplement historical materialism with a purely idealist psychology, by assuming that there is a pristine "social
drive ...

17. Indeed, many of the objections raised against historical materialism actually apply
to the specifically bourgeois admixtures smuggled into the theory by friend, or opponents.

18. It i; clea r from the whole context that by "love" I refer to Freud's early formulation, in which love W Ul> used in the popular sense a, being identical with sexuality,
includ ing the prege nital: it would have been clearer if I had written "self-preservation
and sexua lity ," \ 1970) .

19. "Just as the wild beast mus t con tend with nature to satisfy his need s . mainta in his
life and reproduce. so the civilized man m ust do the same thing in all the form s of society
and with every possible means of producti on, As he develops, the range o f his natural
need s broadens', because his needs do ; but the produ ct ive capabilities, which satisfy
these need s , also expand " (Marx , Das Kapital , H amburg . 1922, Ill , 2, p. 355, italics
m ine) .

20. In Marx's Contribution W the Knowledge oj Man I have corrected this view and
have shown that Marx had a much more elaborate psychology than indicated in the text .
(1970)
21. In his Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts, not yet published at the time
when this paper was wrinen, Marx makes the point very explicit. He writes" ... the
only wheels that political economy sets in motion are greed . . ." Even a scholar with the
best intentions of being objective, R. Tucker, was influenced by the widely-held
opinion that Marx assumed greed to be a primary motive so that he mistranslated the
(difficult) German passage to mean the opposite. namely "the only wheels that ser
political economy in motion are greed." (R. Tucker, Philosophy and Myth in Karl
Marx. Cambridge Univ. Press, 1961.) (1970)
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22. Man and Engels, Pan I of Deutscnen Ideologic: Marx-Engels Archives, Band I, p .
239.

13. Marx, Das Kapital , op. cit., p .

140.

24. On this point, see the work of Bukharin that underlines the natural factor in a clear
way : Die Theorie des historischen Materialismus , 1922. This whole question is
specifically dealt with in the illuminating work of K. A . Winfogel, "Geopolitik ,
geographischer Materialismus und Marxismus," Unter dem Banner des Marxismus

III, 1,4,5 .
25. Marx and Engels. op. cit., p . 237 f.
26. To me, however, there seems to be an immanent contradiction in Freud ' s assumption that the growth of the supe rego and of repressions is tied up with this also, for the
growth of the ego and one's capacity for sublimation means that the person gains control
over the instincts in other ways rather than through repression .
27. Lack of any adequate psychology led many proponents of historical materialism to
injec t a private, purely idealistic psychology in this empty place . A typical example is
Kaursky, who, not as openly idealistic as Bernstein and others, assumes thaI man has an
inborn " soc ial instinct ;" and describes the relationship between this soci al instinc t and
social relationships in this way : " Depe nd ing on the strength or weakness of his social
instinct , man will tend more toward good or evil. But it depends no less on his living
conditions in society." iOp . cii., p. 262) Clearly Kautsky's innate social inst inct is
nothing less than the innate moral principle; his position differs from idealist ethics only
in the way he expresses it.
In his Theorie des historischen Materialismus , Bukharin devotes a whole chapter to
the problem of psychology. He rightly points out that the psychology of a class is not
identi cal with its "interests "-by which he means its real, economic interests , but that
the psychology of a class must always be explained in terms of its socio-economic role .
As an example, he cites the case where a mood of despair grips the masses or some
group after a great defeat in the class struggle. "Then we can detect a connection with
class interests , but this connect ion is of a distinctive sort: the battle was carried on by the
hidden motives of the parties involved . and now their army lies in defeat ; from this
situation arise s confusion and despair, and the people begin 10 look for miracles from
heaven" (italics mine) .
Bukharin then goes on to say: "In considering class psychology , then , il is evident
that we are dealing with a very complicated phenomenon that cannot be explained on the
basis of naked interest alone . It must be explained in terms of the concrete milieu of the
class in question . " Bukharin also notes thai ideological processes are a particular type
of social labor. But since he has no suitable psychology available to him, he cannot go
on to explain the nature of this labor process.
28. Cited by Grunberg in Yerhandlungcn des Yereins fur Sozialpolitik , Stuttgart,
1924, p . 31.
29. It should be remembered that this specific father-child relationship itself is socially
conditioned .
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30. See Fromm. " Z ur Psych olog ic des Vcrbrechcrs und ck:r strafcnden Gesellsch etr. "

XVII Imago , 12. NOI only does the cultural apparatu s serve to di rec r thc libido force ,
(especially the pregen ital and the part ial drl'jcs) in speci fic, socially desired d irect ion s;
II abo serves to weake n rhe libido forces 10 thepoint where they no longe r lire a rhrear to
social stability. Thi s ton ing dow n of the libido forces - Le. • turning rhern back inlo the
pregen ital realm - b one of the motives of the sex ua l morali ty or Ihe g iven socie ty.

31. In Mass Psychology and Ego-Analysis, Freud focu ses on the libido factorsin the
relationship to the leader. BUI he lakes both " leader" and "masses" in an abstract
se nse , di sregard ing the concrete situation surro unding them , He thus gives a univcrsali ty to the psych ic processes involved that doc s not co rrespo nd to reali ly . lnother words.
he turn s one pan icular type of rel at ionship 10 the leader into a uni versal type , Anoth er
c ritica t problem of socia l psych ology, class rclarions hips , is rep laced by a secon da ry
probl em : the ruler-mass relationship. h is noteworthy . however. that in thiS work Freud
note s the gencrul rendency o f bourgeoi s soc ial psychot ogy 10 disparage the masses , and
doc s not fall in with il.
32. What I have called here the "libidinal structure of society," using Freudian
rerrninology, I have in my later work call ed thc " soc ial charucter"; in spite of the
change in the libido theory , the concepts are the same .

